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CHAPTEI} I 
Ev«r slaet tk« first otesrratloB of El«eti«ai 
Pai>aMigtt«tle ]i««OBMi«« (EPR) by Zavolslqr in ^9k% it hma 
dcT«lop«d Into am Inportaat tomiMh of spoetroaeopy* It 
IMS boeoao « povorful tool of litYostigatloiis la all braaeliOB 
of oeloaeo doallag vita tiM ayatoaa ooataialag luipalrod 
•loetroao* This toelmlqito say bo appllod to lavoatlgato aay 
atoale or aoIoottXar aystoaa with tho only ooatHtloa that 
tho ayatoB aador ooaaldoratioa bo paraaagaotle l»o» 
aubstaaeoa with Mia«>aaro angular aoasotUM^ ao tbat tbo aaao-* 
olatod aagaotle aoaont aaor iataraet vltli aa applied saeaotlB 
flold* Tbo loas vltb partly flllod d aad f aholla are para* 
•agaotle aad aath work baa booa doao oa tbo syatosa ooatalalag 
tboao loas* Otbor paranasaotle sabstaaeoo aro Botal8» aoal-
ooadootorst froo radical typo ooaploxost point laporfootlon 
la Mlld8» OBsyaos, oatalyata* fl^o atoas llko. atoale Not 
aoloottlos llbo 02» aad mo m* 
Tbo pboBOBOBOB of EPR 1BTO1TO8 tbo roaoBaat 
abaorptloa of alorovavo radiation to eaaso traaaltloaa 
botvooB tbo Zooaaa lovola of a paraaagaotlo ayatoa plaeod 
in a stoady aagaotlo flold* A traasltloa takos plaeo vboa 
tbo oaorgy of a pbotoa of tbo radlatloa aatcbos vltb tbo 
aoporatlea botvoon tvo Zooaaa lovola* 
The aagaetle iK}meat JLL of an i so lated atoB 
-^ —> 
with orbital and spin angular nomentum L and S respectively 
—> - » - » - • 
l a related to i t s total angular Bomentuii J (JsL-t-S) by the 
re lat ion 
2 • -gpj ( U 1 ) 
where g Is the Landers Splitting Factor or the nagnetic 
splitting factor. Under L • S coupling^ g is expressed as 
g . 1 • 'ft-^ i^^  *2g^g:;i •''^'^'^ (1-2) 
and Pt the Bohr aagneton as (p » ehAirstc)* 
In the absence of the nagnetic field, the energ^ r 
levels are degenerate. When a steady nagnetic field of '^  
strength H is applied^ the degeneracy is removed and the 
levels have energies given by -
E„ * gp J.H X g^HM <!#3) 
whera M is the nagnetic quantua muiber having 2J<*^1 integral * 
values between J and W . The (2J-f1) energy levels are equally 
spaced with a seperatioa between the adjacent levels equal 
to ^ H . This splitting is called Roraal Zeenan Splitting. 
The selection rules for the allowed naipetic dipole transi-
CLTC 
tions^ AM K :t1* These transit ions can be inducod by the nagn^tie 
f i e l d eofiponent of electroaagnetie radiation of nicrowave 
frequency applied perpendicular to steady nagnetic f i e ld H 
so that 
h^ s gpH (1 .4) 
f t t ls I s kaowB as tite Hesoaanett Condi tloa» 
For a s ing le free el«etro&» with spin S^f and 
jiiaB there w i l l be two enex!^ l e v e l s wltli » «1 and • a - l 
S 8 
having p a r a l l e l and a n t l p a r a l l e l a l lgnnent of jyi with H» The 
seperat lon of the l e v e l s depends on the s t rength of H. A 
tuantum of energy h^ w i l l he absorbed when H s a t i s f i e s the 
resonanee condition* The aagnetle soaent of the e lec t ron i s 
f l ipped from p a r a l l e l to an t i -pa i ra l l e l d i r ec t i on of sagne t ie 
f i e l d H* The var ia t ion i n the seperat lon of B^gnetlc energjr 
l e v e l s with the nagnetie f i e ld i s shown i n Pig* 1.1 • For a 
free atom or ion with Js5/2» the omoTgg l e v e l s i n the stea«|r 
nagnetic f i e ld are shown In Fig« t*2 . The l e v e l s are equally 
spaced and the spacing i s d i r ec t ly propor t ional to the 
—• 
s t reng th of the aiagnetic f i e ld H# The condit ion of resonanee 
- > 
i s s a t i s f i e d a t the same value of H for a t^ two adjacent leretLs* 
I f a paramagnetic ion i s present as an i n p u r i t y 
i n a dia»agnetic c r y s t a l , the influence of the neighbouring 
atoms* ions or molecules ca l l ed Uganda occurs through the 
e l e c t r i c f ie ld they produce a t the paramagnetic ion s i t e * 
The oifbital degeneracy I s p a r t l y or eonpXetely 13tftid ^ t S t s 
e l e c t r i c f i e ld usually known as c ry s t a l o r l lgand f i e ld 
having the same point syametx^ as the ion s i t e * As a r e s u l t 
of the l lgand f ie ld i n t e r a c t i o n the ground s t a t e of the pam* 
magnetic ion s p l i t s i n t o a group of e lec t ron ic l eve l s* The 
behaviour of t h i s group can be repfresented by defining an 
Mj 
S:=k 
h N > •' f',|'!{ 
0 
• < 
r 
I 
« 
H 
Mnf-inclir fl('l<: 
Fig, 1.1 ENERGY LEVELS FOR S = ^ ; ZEEMAN EFFECT 
IN AN APPLIED FIELD H, WITH THE ALLOWED 
TRANSITION AT hS> = g^H. 
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Fig. 1 .^ Splitt ing of tn t rgy levels and th t aSiowed 
troAsUiocis 4>f a free ion with 1*5/2 jn a 
static magnetic field. 
*«ff«etive spia* S* aueii t ^ t ^t* maUpUell^ of the gromtd 
at«t« i s 2S«-*-u For am orl^ltally ainglot atatot tlia affaotjya 
apia la a<|iial to ^a aatnal apia* 
!nia ti^atal flald apHttlB^ of tlia srouad atata 
of tlia paraaagnatie lea with Js5/2t proaaat ia tlia dlaaagaatle 
boat la ahowB la llg«1«3 aloag with tlia aplittiag hy ^a 
axtaraal aagaatie fiald* Tlia aryatal fiald faile to raaova 
tha two fold dai^ aai^ aar la tlia loaa vltli t»ipairad alaetroa% 
Thlm dagaaara^ eaa ba raaoTOd oaljr ^7 tlia axtaimal aagaatle 
flalii* 
fha £I»R la eoaoaraad wltti tba traaaltloaa 
l>at«aaa tlia aaargjr lavala aaparatad ^xy tlia ar^ratal flald aafi 
tlia axtaraal aagattle flald* la tlila aaaa tlia raaoaaaea 
eoadltloa baa a aodlflad apaatvoa^ple aplittiag favtor or 
tha g»faetor vlileli la aov a taaaor* It la ao loagar laotrople 
aad dapaada oa tba ayaaatvy of tlia argratal flald* 
If tha oraratal flald la aalaotroplo, g»faetor 
would alao ba aalaotrople* la a prlaolpal axla ayataa* tlia 
aalaotropie g^faetor haa tbraa prliMtlpal valaaa g t^ i^» S^  
aaeli tluit ^ « g- « g^ ^^  « 0* If tha aagaatle J^ald H Ma 
dlraatloa ooaliMa l»a,a w*r*t* tSf x>y»8 axaa raapaotliraly, 
tha g*faotor la glvaa hgr -> 
t^ M 1^^ • a?g| • a^4 ^^•5) 
ffhaaavar thara la evjpatal flald aplittiag (sax« 
flald apUttlag) of tlia grouad atata, tha Zaaaaa eoapoaaata 
c 
5/2 
a) Free Ion 
-\ 
N= t 5/2 
t1 /2 
b) Effect of 
Hi H2 H3 H > ^ 5 
c)Effect of rmognelic f i t id 
— -s» H 
X 
f\Q.ll ^f^grgy level spl i t t ing in o crvsto! fsgid ond-O nrngnslJiC^, 
fietd for on ton (J« 5/21 doped in a crystcl. AKow^c: 
transitions are indicated 
art no longer equally spaeed and all the resoziaiit trajisitlons 
(AM « •.l) occur at different strengths of the aagnetic field 
(Fig. 1.,3)» Thus all the allowed transitions cause to super-
inpose at the sane aagnetie field strength for an ion In a 
ersrstalline enrironaent. This splitting of resonance absorjh* 
tion peak is known as *{lae t^^ r^ t^Hye $p:|,j,^ UM* of the 
resonance spectra* It enables us to study the crystal field 
strength and symnetry at the paramagnetic ion site* 
Whenever the nucleus of the paranagnetic ion has 
—* 
spin I^ the nagnetic interactions between nucleus and the 
electrons split* each fine structure level into 21*} equally 
spaced energy levels (Fig»1.4)» This is called 'ScagClififi 
Structure Splitting*. The transitions allowed, are governed 
by the selection rules /^ M = ^ 1 sin.d An »0 where m is the 
nuclear Magnetic quantum nunber having 21-t-l Integral values 
from +1 to -I, Each fine structure absorption line splits 
into 21 eoBponents* This structure gives inforsation about 
the nuclear spins and nagnetie & qua^upole moments. 
The energy levels in the ground state multiplet 
are populated according to Boltzaaa distributton; the lower 
ones are more populated than the upper ones* When the 
resonance ocetu*8» the absorption of energy tends to equalize 
the population of the levels involved in the resonance* There 
will be no net energy absorption when the population is Bam 
and spin system will be saturated* The relaxation processes 
ia __ _ ^^ 
3t 
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li*«p tli« absorption eonUnioao iBgr ootabliolilag « popia«titti 
di.ftoi*o»«o tlopoiigli «» •X9h»mg9 of muargsf 1»otvo«i tho pwra* 
ttoCMtlt oplft ^otoa aad tlM lattioo* 
If tlio eoellXotittg wigBOtio floXd ooapoiMiit of 
oXootifoaocnotlo radlaticMi $M roproo«itotf ^ Hf(t)t at 
roaoaaaoo tlio povor i s aboorbod ^ tlM oasplo froa B|<t) at 
a rata pTOportlMal to tlio MtgiMtisatloa of tlM apia ayatoK 
71ila pevar absovptimi i s Foeordod aa a dotroaao ia tlio 
aiOFOvavo povor la a aoitalilo dotoetor* EPS la aaaally 
obaorvod at ooaataat alorovavo iro^aoaoy aad a YayialAo aa^otla 
f lo l i ?* 
?QM aasaotiaatlea of tlio apla agratoa H|(t) aay 
bo roproaoatod bj tko ooaplox aaaeoptlbiXl^ X » X**iX"p 
vhoro tbo roaX ooapoaoat X« i s ia-pbaao vitH B|(t) aad 
tiuanoa ti» roaoauit frotaoaoar of tbo nmrlt^ wboa tho appUad 
fiald ia taaot tbtougli tbo rosoawkoo «oaditloa« cm tbo otbor 
baadt "tho iaaflaary part V* la $0^ oat of pbaao vltb B|(t) 
aad dotondaoa tba povor abaerptlim at roaoaaaoo vbiob la 
rofloetod aa dX"/d8 vboa obaorvod oxporlaoataXIy oa aa EPR 
apootroaotor* 
fk9 roBOaaaco apoetria aakoa posalblo to^  ypoba 
tbo str«»tiiro of a aelld or tbo loeatloa aad ajraaotvy •f a 
dofoet* Aaalyalo of tbo abaorptloa Ilaos poralta botb aa 
olootrloal aad gooaotrloal doaoriptloa of tbo laporfootloaa 
«id laparitloa ia oryataia *^ It baa bo«i aaeooaafaXlf 
appllod la tbo atiidy of ^M aoebaaisaa of oboalaaX roaetloaa« 
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CHAPTER II 
GENERAL THEORY 
Th« qualitative ttaderstaadias of ilia spaetnui of 
a paranas&atie Ion requires a detailed eoaeideration of the 
individual ioa and its enviroiuieiit* la a paraoagaetie substance, 
the paraaagaeti« ioa is iavarlabl; surrouaded by a regular 
arraageaeat of diaaagaetie ioas or aoleeules Called "ligaads**. 
These ligaads are treated as poiat eharges or dipoles -^ 
produeiag aa eleetrie field at the paramagaetie ioa site* This 
interaal eleetrie field (crystal field) aodifies the usual 
orbital motioa of the electroas ia the paraaagaetie ioa. Aajr 
overlap of the electroaie war* fuaetions of the ligaads with 
those of the eeatral paraaagaetie crystal ioa is coapletely 
neglected* The crystal field perturbs with the free ioa energy 
levels* The Haailtoaian for the paraaagaetie coaplex (para-
aagaetie ion > ligands) is givea as 
K « ^ • !Hy (2.1) 
with ]K|, as the Haailtoaiaa for the free ion aad ]B[y as the 
iateractioa eaergy due to the crystal field* 
A brief description of various interactions 
included ia %g is given below in the descending order of 
aagnitude* 
a) The aost doninant tera of H|> iaeludes Couloab iateractioa 
and is denoted bv H ,. It reiareBenta the sua of the kinetic 
energy of the electrons, their potential energy due to 
interaction with nucleus and the potential energy due to 
4 
their sutual repulsion i.e. 
«« « ^ ( - ^ - fs^ ) * n - ^ (2^) 
where p^ Is the linear Boaentun of the 1th electron with 
charge e and aass n» ~r^ represents its distance from the 
nucleus with charge Ze and rl^ is the distance between the 
ith and jth eleetarons. The interaction energy due to ^ . 
is of the order of 10^ CB""'. 
b) The effect of the spin-orbit coupling is represented by 
%e which describes the magnetic interaction between the 
electron spins and orbitsi 
with A. . as constants, I4 and Sj as orbital and spin 
angular sonentuB of electrons i and i respectively• 
In case of Russell-Saunders coupling, the aboTe 
equation Bay be written as 
where L « Zl^^ 8 « Z.84 and M s the spin-orbit coupling 
constant for a given ion* The contribution due to this 
tern is of the order of 10 to 10-^  CB" , 
15 
c) Th« w«ak«r spln-apla lateraetion, Ug^g, whleh dtserlbes 
th« Btttual Interaetion between eleetron spins s^ and s!. 
by dlpole-dipole eouplla^, is represented as ^  
%S ] ^ | |^R2 I ill 1.4 . Jul liiiM , hd iJ i ( 2 * 5 i,3 L ,3^ i^j 
wluire p is the Bohr magneton* This tern is Tery small and 
of the order of 1 cm* . 
d) The interaetion between the magnetie moment of the nueleus 
and the orbital and spin moments of the eleetron is 
expressed as the hyperfine interaetion* ^  whieh may be 
isotropie or anisotropie* 
The isotropie eontzlbution to the hyperfine term 
eomes from Fermi Contaet interaetion ^ whieh deseribes the 
interaetion of s electrons with the nuelear spin expressed 
as 
with ^ and 'tfas nnelear magneton and gyromagaetie ratio 
and I as nuelamr spin. 
The anisotropie hyperfine interaetion is attributed 
to dipole-dlpole interaetion between the nuelear and 
eleetronie magnatie moments of the paramagnetic ion. 
u.s: 
The total hyperfine interaetion i s obtained by adding 3 
(2.7) 
o 
and fi". 
Hlght hand side ot ^ can be abbreriated as S«A.I where 
A is knovn as the hyperflne interaction tensor* This 
interaction giTea rise to hyperfine splitting of the levels 
with seperation of the order of 10 en '• 
e) The electrostatic interaction between the electric field 
gradient due to the surrounding electrons and the nuclear 
quadrupole »>ment is expressed as 
^ 21(21-1) iL rj T^ J 
whore Q refers to the quadrupole w>nent of the nucleus "• 
S Q can also be written as I«Q*X » Xt shifts the 
hgrperfine levels only by a snail anount of 10"^ en*^. 
f) If an external nagnetie field H also interacts with the 
electronic nagnetie M^n^ ri nonent of a paranagnetie ion* 
it gives a tern of the form: 
fl g « Z p (l^+2Sj^).H (2.10] 
This tern represents Zeenan interaction of the nagnitude 
1 cm"', 
g) The direct interaction of the nuclear nagnetie nonent 
with the external magnetic field H^ kaova as nuclear 
Zeeman interaction ° la represented by 
figjj « -YPj^.I (2*11) 
The general Haailtoaian of the free ion in the 
presence of the external nagaetic field is the sun of all 
the terns described above i.e. 
% * ^e* ^ S * ^SS* %'*" ^ Q* %"*• ^ HR (2.12) 
The last two terns ( 3^ ^ and "R^) ax** not present in K|> 
in the absence of the nagnetie field. Xp then represents 
the Hamiltonian of a tr^e ion. 
h) For a paranagnetie ion in a crystalline environnent, the 
effect of the crystal field is represented by 
s Z-«l^V(r^) 12.13) 
with V(r^) as the crystal field potential at the ith 
electron. The nagnitude of this perturbation has to be 
eompared with other terms in Hp to evaluate its effect on 
the energy levels of the paranagnetie ion. 
Depending upon the magnitude of H^ relative to 
the doninent terns in yij,p i.e. Coulomb repulsion and spin* 
orbit internetion» three important eases arise as given 
below t 
1) WfftH ^rygW fttJLtfi ^ < % s 
Th« latttraetloB of the crystal field Is saalXer 
than the 8piii*orblt coupling. This situation is found in 
rare earths and actinide jsroups. 
2) Moderate crystal field: S^g <S[^ < Cottloato repulsiOB 
The interaction with the crystal field is stronger 
than the 8pi»-orbit coupling but snaller than the Couleab 
repulsion in the free ion. This occurs frequently in iron 
group transition netal ions* 
3) §\nm fgyflW Xi^Xil % > Couloab repulsion 
The energy of interaction of the paraoagnetic ion 
with the ligands is greater than the Coulonb repulsion in 
some covalent conplexes of the Iron group ions and in 
coaplexes of the transition series ^ . 
Our discussions are United to the eases InTOlTlng 
iron group Ions* 
In the crystal field approxiBation* the ligands 
which are the sources of the crystal field, have a definite 
syauetry about the metal ion* If this syimetry is known* group 
theory can predict the pattern of splitting of «aergy leTSls* 
The orbital degeneracy of the ground state of the paranagnetic 
ion is lifted* For example» the degeneracy of d-orbitals in a 
crystal field of octahedral symmetry is partly lifted resulting 
in a low lying triplet and a higher doublet state* 
Aa iBportaat th«orea eoaeemii&g Xhti rssldual 
degeneraey Is dtt« to Kraners: loas with an odd aoabar of 
eltetrone (half integral values of J) can only have even 
degeneracies in zero nagnetic field. Hence the levels consist 
of (J^ lr) doublets reffered to as Kraners doublets seperated 
in energjr by 10-tOO en" • The degeneracy of these doublets can 
be removed only by a nagnetic field and not by a pure electric 
field. 
The electronic degeneracy can also be rearaved by 
Jahn-Teller Effect,''*' which states that a symetrical non-
linear molecule with degenerate groimd state is unstable and 
it distorts spontaneously to a configuration lower in syavetry 
80 as to reduce its energy, resulting in splitting of the 
ground state. In the crystal fields of higher symmetry, the 
degeneracy of the ground or excited states of a paramagnetic 
ion may be removed as the small displacement of the ligaad 
nuclei lowers the crystal field symmetry which in turn splits 
the degenerate states* Thus the lattice vibrations may rewive 
the degeneracy and the states may become non-degenerate* Jaha-
Teller splitting occurs in Cu in trigonal field, Fe and 
Co^* in octahedral fields. 
A crystal field is defined in terms of a potential 
V generated by the surrounding ligands* This i>oteatial satisfies 
2 1 ^ 
Laplaces •quatloa V V a 0 and may be represented by '-^  
^ W l^ 
where j SUBS oyer all the surrounding Uganda, r is the 
dlstanee of the paranagnetic ion from the origin of the 
co-ordinate systea and the radius vector B^ gives the location 
of the discrete point charge q^ constituting the ligands* In 
sone cases the potential is conveniently expressed in terns 
of rectangular eo-ordinate systen. For exaaple, in a perfect 
octahedral symmetry, the four-fold axis is the axis of 
quantization; the potential at a point (x,y,z) due to paint 
charges q situated at a distance *d from the origin on X,Y,Z 
axes is given by 
V(x,y,z) « 6q/d + (55q/4d5) [x^+y^*z^-(3/5)r^J (2.15 
The ter«is upto fourth power are needed for 3d ions* 
If the charges located on Z-axis are slightly 
displaced away from the origin by & distance 6 as in Fig« 2*1, 
the symmetry of crystalline field becomes tetragonal and the 
potential is expressed as -^  
. ^,^x^,^.z^.(3/5)r^ ] ^^ '^  
with A^ . . •3qeA and p^ « 35q/4d5 ^^er the assumption 
1 
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Fig.2.1 Schenialic representat ion of a para 
magnf^tic ion located at octn -
hedrat/tetragonci i ly dioortod octa-
hed ra l s i t e . 
• ~ " - F-^aramagnciiC ion 
o •- - Ligand ion"; const i tut ing octohedrcb 
o . - - - oispiaced posit ion of hgand ion on 
2 - a x i s 
e « d« A^ gives the asount of tetragonal distortion present 
on the octahedral field* 
The additional potential energy of the electrons 
due to V is obtained by calculating the matrix elenants of 
the type (,«J»Mj \ Hy \ Jf M j ) where J and Mj refer to the 
total angular i^aentum of the paraaagnetic ions and Hy is 
the potential energy operator* 
For computing the aatrix elements it has been 
shown ^ that the factors x,y and z in the potential V may 
be replaced by tte equlYaleat angular aoaentua operators J^, 
J and J^. Thus for weak field case the crystal field 
operator of p (x^*y^-t-z^-(3/5)r^) ie equivalent to 
" ^ ^55J^^ - 30J(J-H)J/ ^ 25Jg2 - 6J(J-M) 
(2.17) 
* 3J^ (J+1)^  ] * 4 ^ (j/ * J J*) 
and the operator equivalent for A^(3z -r ) la 
cKt \p^z^ - J{J*1)] (2.18) 
with B^ and ci^ as constants. 
For moderate crystal fields, J*8 are replaced 
by L*8. Hence the crystal field operator becomest 
D 
^oct « 1 o " [35LJ - 30L(L*1)L| • 25L^ - 6L(L+1) 
2,..,>2n Pc ,> >, • 31* (L-^ l) ] • - g ^ (I*^  • !•.) 
and. 
H tet 8 «oct * °^ t [ 5 ^ - ^^^""'^ J ^2.20) 
The crystal f i e ld operator for Interoedlate 
f i e ld strensth aay be used for perturbation calculat ions 
over R-S states* For S-state ions such as Jto (3d^), the 
c 
ground state i s an orbital s ingle t ( S^/^) B.nd the crystal 
f i e ld operator for spin S takes the forat 
^ni>t « 1^ [33st - 30S(S+1)S^ > a5S? • 6S(s*1) 
•oct « 125^ l-'-' « ^ov*»-i/^^ - '^po^ 
where a* a p^/6. For spin S • 5 /2 , i t becoaes 
««t • 38r ["2sJ-7604+ 567] 
Operation of this on M„ s tates (±5/2, 1 3 / 2 , ±1/2) and 
solutions of resulting secular deterainant leads to three 
doubly degenerate energy l e v e l s which s p l i t in steady 
aagnetie field* 
§PI?? HAHIIiTO^fXAIf I, 
A paraaagnetic ion in a crystal f ie ld aay have 
a nuaber of discrete energy l e v e l s , which are the eigen values 
of the Haailtonlah operator (H|. * K^) «^ In resonance 
experimenter traRsitloiiB are induced between the group of 
energy levels constituting the ground state of the paranagnetic 
ion. The ground state may be regarded as isolated from the 
other higher levels. It can be described by an effective spin 
S* if 2S' transitions are observed experiaentally in the 
ground state. It is assumed that these transitions originate 
from 2S»+1 energy levels with Hg,= S*, S'-1, ••• -S» and 
selection rule A.Mg, « i 1» This description of the ground 
state by an effective spin S' is based upon spin Haalltonlan 
foraalisa due to Pryce & Abragaa '^, Pryce'^. 
The spin Hamiltonian is a formal method of 
describing the paramagnetic properties of the ground state 
levels in terras of a small number of parameters which allow 
Q 
experimental results to be expressed precisely ', The spin 
Hamiltonian, H derived by Pryce & Abragam '-^  consists of 
s 
the terms containing the effect of the crystal field, hyperfine 
interactions, applied magnetic field and nuclear interactiona. 
In abbreviated form H Is written as 
s 
JSg = pH.g.S • S.D,^ + S.A.I • I.Q.I - ^PijH.f (2,2. 
where g, D, A and Q are second rank tensors and are known as 
rN* '^ rv rv 
spin Hamiltonian parameters, A brief description of these 
parameters is given below. 
a) g - Tensor !~ The first term in (2,23) expresses the 
the electronic Zeeman interaction. The tensor g in this 
term contains apart from g^Cfree spin value ss a.0023), 
the contributions from the adadxed excited states* In 
aost of the cases the g-Talue is quite close to g-» and 
ai^ departure from this value is due to the spin orbit 
coupling. The shift in g-value called g-shift (g - g^) 
is negative for a paramagnetic ion whose unfilled shell 
is less than half full and positive if the shell is more 
than half full. 
The g - tensor is also symmetry dependent. In 
a principal axis (x»y,2) system it has the principal 
values g^, s^f g^. In a crystal field of cubic symmetry 
with the magnetic field along the z-axis,* the g - tensor 
is i89tropic with gjj « gL = gjj = g. In axially symmetric 
field, g - tensor is given ^y S^ * % * ^1. ^^^ ^z ** * n * 
In this case if the magnetic field makes an angle 8 with 
the z-^ axis the effective g-value is 
g « g(e) « i^^ coa^e • g^ sin^e)* {2^2k) 
In case of lower symmetry, the g-tensor has three 
unequal principal values with the effective value given 
by (1.5) 
g « (l^g^ • m^g^ * n^g^ )^ (2^3 
^) S«]^ -S t* It represents the mutual interaction 
between the electronic spins through axial crystal field 
paraneter D which splits the energy levels producing 
Fine Structure* In the principal axis system it takes 
the fora 
S.D.S « '^  [s^ ^  "^  5(S*1)] • E(S^ - S^) 
where D « I'zz-^ x^x^ y^y^ /^  *"*** ^ " ^^ xx""^ yy^ ^^ » ^ ^ ® 
traceless tensor aakiag D_„ •*• D_„ ••• D__ « 0 . I t i s a 
X A yy Mis 
seasure of the splitting of the ground state in a non-
cubic field, caused partly by the spin orbit coupling 
and partly by tl^ spin-spin contribution in an un-
syoaetrical crystal field, the latter being nuch smaller 
than the foxier. 
For axial syauaetry a^jx^ y^y **"*** b®nce E a* 0 
and for cubic syoaetry both E and D are zero as D^ ^^  a 
D at T) m 
yy zz* 
^) S-A.I t- This term represents the magnetic interaction 
between the nuclear and electronic spins and produces 
the hyperfine structure in the EPB spectra. The seperation 
between the hyperfine levels is given by the hyperfine 
tensor A, with principal values A^, A^ and A^ ^ which may 
be isotropic or anisotropic depending upon the symmetry 
of the crystal field* For axial symmetry A^ * K^ jll k^, 
d) qMOfUWXf 'y^ aaora Q' fkM ,^ " «- "fh^ se represent the 
(2.26) 
axial and rhombic cofflponeat of the quadrupole inter-
actions only to first order si&ce they are negligibly 
ssaall in magnitude. It represents the shifting of the 
hyperfine levels. 
—» —• 
e) Yp«.H.I :- This expresses the interaction of the 
external magnetic field with the nuclear flK)ment» thus 
lifting the degeneracy of the energy levels in the 
presence of the external magnetic field. This is called 
o 
the Nuclear Zeesan interaction term °. 
The tensors g, P« A etc are synaetry dependent 
^ r~J ^ 
and each may have its own principal axis i^stem in which 
it nay be diagonalized. In eases of higher symmetry, the 
principal axis systems of all the tensors may coincide and 
only one system may be sufficient to diagonalize all the 
tensox's. For orthorhombic symmetry, the spin Hamiltoniaoi 
in the principal axis system is « 
• E(s|-s^) • f [Sx*sJ*s|*- •|s(s*i)(3S^*3s-i)] 
* V A * A^l^S^ * AylySy • Q'[l^- ^  1(1*1)] 
• Q"(l| - Ip (2.27) 
where a and F are fine structure constants; Q*« ^zz'^^cx*^^^^^ 
and Q" = (*5xx"^ y^ /^ * x^» % » ^z ^ ^ ^x» ^ » ^z *^® ***® 
principal values of the tensors g and A respectively, 
ZERO-FIELD SPLITTING OF S ~ STATE IONS ! 
Consider the example of Mn ion (3d^) with 
the groiind state Sc/2» ®^-l-»g ai* orbital singlet. The 
paramagnetism in this ion is due to the unpaired d electrons. 
The splitting of its ground state under the effect of the 
crystalline field may not occur firstly due to its zero 
orbital angular momentum (L»0 and hence zero orbital magnetic 
moment) sind secondly, due to zero magnetic field produced at 
the site of the nucleus by the spins of spherically 
distributed electronic charge. However small splittings do 
occur due to various other mechanisms "^ »''^ , 
2-f 
In hydrated salts Mn is usually surrounded 
by six water molecules forming an octahedron which may or 
may not be distorted. This may produce an octahedral field 
in which the splitting of the ground state may occur due to 
spin-orbit coupling and any other non-cubic part of the 
crystal field. 
The group theoretical treatment indicates that 
in a cubic field the state with LsO, 3=5/2 and J=5/2 gets 
split into a doubly degenerate and a quaterly degenerate 
component, A further distortion of the field causes the 
quartet to split up into doublets, thus glYlag rise to 
three Kraaers doublets vhose degeneraey can be lifted in 
the preseaee of the magnetie field* The three (toublets then 
split into six levels* Coupling of the electronic spins 
with the nuclear spin of Mn*^ (Is5/2) causes the further 
splitting of each level into six hyperfine levels* The 
alloved transitions betvews these hyperfine levels are given 
by AMg « jj and AMj s 0, as shown in Fig* Z^Z* 
In EPR experiments, a paraoagnetic ion interacts 
with its surroundings, a steady applied field H^, and a 
tine varying (oscillatory) magnetie field R^  of Kierowave 
radiation* The total aagnetic field tsay be expressed as ^ 
H * H|(x coswt • y elnwt) • H^z (2*28) 
where the oscillating field of eonstan^ t aaplitude H^  is 
applied perpendicular to H^ and rotates about it at 
frequency w/2ir* This eoaponent produces a tine dependent 
perturbation when inelud«d in Zeeaan Interaction teraur of 
the spin Haniltonian by putting 
~E n H^ • ^ ^(t) (2.29) 
where H^(t) > H^(x coswt 4 y sinwt) 
Using the total value of H in the Zeeaan interaction teras 
one gets additional terns of spin Hsusiltonian as 
K» « gpH,(t)."s - V|3jjH^(t).T (2.30) 
An oscillatory perturbation of th is type gives 
r i se to a transition probability per unit time between the 
s ta tes n and ra i . e , " 
" M < < 1 < ^ . I H I V„>1^ (2 .30 
in terms of which the intensi ty of t ransi t ions i s given by 
- 2^^^ Re[<y^ 1 H^S-SIM-^ <V„ 1^ 1-11 v f 2^.32) 
In the above equation, a non-vanishing first term will 
produce for EPR transitions; low frequency HMR transitions 
will be caused by the second term while the third oae is 
neglJtgibly snail and nay be ignored "• Taking the direction 
of spin quantizations along the steady magnetic field, and 
ignoring the low frequency NMR transitions* the EPR transi-
tions are given by the 'Selection Rules* 
AM 3 +^1 M a S, S-1, S-2, ... -S. 
A m a: 0 m ss I, 1-1, 1-2, ... -I. 
Transitions which do not follow the above 
rules are called 'Forbidden Transitions*. Some of the 
forbidden transitions become allowed if the states are 
sufficiently mixed. There are a number of cases where such 
— > 
mixing can occur. For example, when H is off the symmetry 
axis, the eigen states lM,«> are coupled not only to 
\H ± 1, m) but also to IM +. 2, m> through off diagonal 
terms of the order of D/g^H, Since D«gpH, other functions 
also get mixed in smaller amplitudes* The transitions 
AM « +2, +3 are called the »Fine Forbidden Transition* 
having the intensity depending on (D/g^H) , 
The transition corresponding to Am = +.1, called 
the »Hyperfiae Forbidden Transitions* occur due to the 
mixing of the eigen states iM,m) to jM +1, m -1> and 
\M -1, m -t-l) with an admixture coefficient of order A/^H. 
Thus the transitions of the type lM,m>->|M ±}, m +1) are 
allowed with relative intensity of the order of (A/g^H) • 
At resonance an electromagnetic radiation of 
microwave frequency -i) induces magnetic dipole transitions 
between the Zeeman levels of the ground state populated 
according to Boltzman distribution; the lower ones being 
more populated than the upper ones. Energy is absorbed 
from the radiation field at resonance transferring spins 
to higher leTels. There vlll be no net absorption of 
energy if the population of levels is same. A detectable 
absorption requires a difference in the spin population of 
the energy levels. This difference is Baintaimed by 
•Relaxation Processes*. The relaxation processes related to 
the paramagnetic resonance absorption are governed by 
(i) interactions of the spins with the lattice and 
20 (il) interactions among the spins themselves • 
The spin-lattice coupling'conducts' energy 
from the spins to the thermal reservoir of the crystal 
lattice, bringing the spin system in thermal equilibrium 
with the lattice ^. This process known as 'Spin - Lattice 
Relaxation' is characterized by Spin-lattice relaxation 
ttmm T. which is the measure of the rate at which the spins 
transfer energy to the lattice. It is a characteristic of 
a paramagnetic ion and is strongly temperature dependent. 
The spin-lattice relaxation proceeds by the 
processes known as •Dii'ect', 'Raaan' and 'Orbach' processes 
with the transitions shown in Fig.2•3• "^lie direct process 
is a single phonon process in which a transition takes 
place from level 2 to 1; the energy being converted into 
a single phonon at resonant frequency ^Q. The Raman process 
is a two phonon process in which one phonon at frequency 
•0- is absorbed and a second phonon at ^ p i® emitted, the 
dlff«Fese« (S)^  • ^.) being equal to ~>>Q« The Raman proeess 
Bay involve phonons from any part of the frequency speetrfta 
with the only condition that their frequency differenee is 
^ f whereas the direct process iBYoXves phonoa of one 
particular frequency S)^. In Orbach process a phonon is 
absorbed at frequency S)-^ transferring the spin to an exLcted 
level 3 not belonging to ground state* and another phonon 
is emitted at frequency-^,, due to transition from 3 to 1» 
such that h^,- = h^ ^^  + ^ "^ 32* 
The spin «- spin interaction leads to an 
exchange of energy at a rate faster than the spin-lattice 
relaxation process* This process known as *Spin - Spin 
Relaxation Process*, is the process ofestablising an 
equilibriVB within a spin system by the exchange of energy 
between its various parts, although the total energy of 
the spin system is conserved • The rate at which this 
equilibrium is established is characterized by the spin* 
spin relaxation time T^* 
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CHAPTER III 
Siagl« erjrstals of Asmonluia I4asn«8iua 
Tri«iaorid« Htxaiisrdrat* (NH^MgCl^ .gH^O) or li«xaliydrat«d 
aaaoiiiiui trie^loro-»aa«ii«alat« are grown hy the slow 
••aporattoa of th9 f l ltorato tram tlia proeipitat« obtainod 
by iraatlag a solutioa of MgClgvfiH^ O vltb an excoss of aaacnla 
at Z^°C • Ma Is iatrodaeod lato tha host by adding a 
aaall qaaatlty {i% by volght) of MiiCX^ * Largo crystals of 
wall devolopod faces aro obtalaod* The crystals are trans* 
paroiit reetaAgttlar prisma having the growth axis along the 
erystallograpie e--axis. 
The wn Spectra are recorded with the he|ip of 
Varian &»109 £PH Speetroaeter^ shown in Fig« 3*1 (block 
diagraa) *^ « The region labelled*fource* contains the 
eoapoaents for generating and controlling the power for 
neasttring the frequency and the intensity of the aicrowaTO 
beaa* The l^ fisTity Syetea* includes the saaple holder with 
the connecting wave guides* The 'aagaet systea* provides a 
stable, linearly variable and hoaogeneous aagnetic field 
in the range 0-5 K Oauas* The * detection* and 'aodulation 
v> !j „ 
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systeBie* detect, amplify and record the signal. A brief 
description of the functions of the individual units 
within each block is described below. 
The Cavity Syatea :- The heart of an FPR Spectrometer 
is tfee 'resonant cavity' containing the sample. It is 
analogous to a tuned circuit (i.e. a parallel R-L-C 
combination) used at low frequencies. A measure of the 
quality of the cavity is its Q value defined as 
^ ~ energy lost per cycle 
It is desirable to have a cavity with high Q value as it 
increaces the senstivlty of the spectrometer. Two frequently 
used cavities are the rectangular IE-Q^ ^^^ *'^ ® cylindrical 
TEQ^.. In E-231 series rectangular sample cavity with an 
11 mm. sample access is used. For a sharp resonance peak, 
the sample is usually located in the cavity at a position 
of maximum microwave magnetic field and a minimum microwave 
electric field ^. 
Microwave ener^ is coupled into and out of 
the sample cavity by a small hole called 'Iris*. This iris 
is analogous to an impedance matching transformer of a 
conventional circuit. An adjustable Screw at the entrianct 
of the cavity permits the maximum impedance matching. 
A 'Circulator' which delivers the microwave 
Ijiower to the cavity aad the reflected signal from the cavity 
to the detector is a non-reciprocal device i,e» its 
properties are not sase for waves travelling in the forward 
aad reverse directions. It allows the fomer with little 
losses but strongly daaps the latter. The operation of a 
four - port circulator is shown in Fig. 3.2. The aicrowavs 
power enters the a m (1) and is divided between clockwise 
and anticlockwise paths i.e. in aras (2) and (4)« If the 
iHipedance of both the arns is same» no power will enter tto 
arm (3) and the circulator is said to be balanced. When 
the impedance of the cavity changes, because of the power 
absorption by the sample, the system becomes unbalanced and 
the difference between the power reflected from the arms 
(2) and (i|) enter into (3) which houses the detector. 
The Source :• Usually EPR Spectrometers are provided 
with *Klystron* as the source of microwave radiations. A 
Klystron generates microwave oscillations in a range of 
frequency between 2.5 - 220 GHz. The klystron frequency ia 
highly stablized by automatic frequency control astern i.e. 
it may be readily locked. The microwave radiations are 
conveyed to the sample and detector by *Wave guides'. 
Backward reflection of microwave power in 
the region between the klystron and the circulator is 
prevented by an 'Isolator'. It consists of a strip of ferrite 
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saterlal that passes microwaves la one direction only and 
thus helps in stablizing the klystron frequency* 
The *Wave aeter' is a cylindrical resonant 
cavity, the length of which is adjusted to half - integral 
wavelengths* When the resonance frequency of the waveaeter 
corresponds to the frequency of the incident oicrowave there 
is a decrease in power detected by a silicon crystal* 
The power propagated in the wave guide can be 
decreased by inserting an 'attenuator' consisting of aa 
absorbtive elenent* The attenuator thus controls the 
aierowave power incident upon the saaple* 
T^f ^9kmtl% ?Ya^ «II :- As EPR is observed at constant 
microwave frequency it is necessai^ that the magnetic field 
be variable* This is achieved by the use of an 'electro-
magnet* which is capable of producing homogeneous magnetic 
field upto 5 KG* Homogeneity can be achieved by considering 
the circular pole pieces of the magnet* The other important 
requirement of the stability of the magnetic field is 
achieved by energising the coils of the magnet by a highly 
regulated 'Magnet Power Supply'* 
The Modmatloa and Detection Systems s* Small amplitude 
magnetic field modulation produces a good signal to noise 
ratio in the crystal detectors* Modulation at commonly 
used 100 KHz frequency is achieved by supplying an A C 
signal to modulation colls mounted on each side of the 
cavity, oriented vlth respect to the saaiple in the sane 
direction as the static magnetic field. 
The cooffionly used detector is a silicon crystal 
which converts the nicrowave radiations to de* A crystal 
detector produces an inherent noise which decreases with 
the Increase in frequmiey of the detected signal (l/f 
noise)* Generally, to Biniaize 1/f detector noise, 100 KHz 
nagnetie field nodulation is used. 
Since the resonance signal which appears as a 
voltage at the output terainals of the detector is very 
snail, it has to be amplified before feeding to a conven-
tional receiver and a display system* This is achieved by 
a narrow band width amplification. The noise factor can 
further be reduced by P,S.]) (phase - sensitive detector) 
In which the amplified signal is mixed with the output of 
the modulating 100 KHz Oscillator. If the two signals are 
opposite in phase, the output is a minima; if exactly in 
phase a maxima. For small amplitude modulation the output 
signal appears as the first derivative of the absorption 
signal which can be displayed on the oscilloscope screen. 
The sample crystal is glu>ed to the end of the 
quartz rod fitted to the goniometer attached to cavity. By 
thla arrangement the sample is positioned in the cavity in 
the region irradiated by nlerowaTe energy from the klystron* 
As the oagBetle field at the saarple is scanned slowly, its 
intensity reehes a value required for resonance in the 
saaple and thus a change occurs in the aaount of aierowave 
energy absorbed by the sanple. This in turn causes a ehan^i 
in the Bicrowave power reflected froa the caTity. The 
reflected aierowave energy, nodulated at the field aodulation 
frequency, is directed to the detector crystal by the 
circulator* After detection the resulting nodulated signal 
containing the EPR inforauition is anplified and displayed 
on the oscilloscope* 
Oscilloscope is used for cheek out and 
adjustoents of systea coaponwrits and visual display of the 
£PR signal* When the oscilloscope gives a suitable VISIMLI 
display of the spectra, it is recorded on the chart by a 
graphic recorder* Angular variation studies are madle using 
£-229 gonioneter* 
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CHAPTER IV 
^^(mslm TO^BIIQUXP^ fiP^ABYPMTg umm ^I^CTAL 
AnmniUB Magntsioji Triehlorldtt Rezahydrat* 
(NH. MgClx.^ H^O) kaowB ae AsBonltta Caraalllts baloiigs to 
tlui Camalllt* sarlas of aixod eoBipoiuuls* The pralinliuury 
EPR iavostlg&tloas of Ma doped la thia slagXa eryatal 
hava baan carried out at rooa taaparatura* No aueh EPR 
atady haa baan nada oa thia eryatal ao far. 
Tba eryatal atraet^re of IfH. MgCl««6H20 la 
ortborhoable (apaea group V^  •> ^h^ vlth lattloa paraaetara 
a « 13«30 A ,^ b m 6.66 A ,^ a&d e > 6*68 A \ The unit 
eal l eoatalaa two foraula usita* Tlila atruetitre la only 
Tory allghtly difforaat froa tbat of alxad CaraalXlta 
wbleh baa a tetragonal atruotttra* Piia to a vary aaall 
dlffaraaca (0.02 A®) ia tbe paraaatara b aad e oaa can 
aaaaaa the atnteture to be nearly tatragoaal aad la that 
eaaa the uait eall would eoatala foar foraala ualta* 
Aeeordlng to Wyekoff ^, the poaltloa of the 
ateaa aad loae in the tetmgoael aait e e l l , with their 
aite ayflme tries are given below •» 
k Mg ill •) H i ; H i i i H ; H i i — c^ 
2(MH^)j a) 000; H0» — S^ 
2(!fH^)jj e) Oittj ^ i . with toO.08 — C^ 
2 Clj 1>) OOi; i H » — S^ 
2 CI J J c) with tt « 0.58 — C^ 
y H j ^y»xHts$ yHti^Xt*; 
with X « s « 0 and y » 0*25 
8<H20)j g) with X « 0.50, y « 0.30, « « 0.76 
d(Rg0}j^ g) with X m 0.29, y « 0.10, s « 0*56 
8(H20}jjj g) with X » 0.09» y « 0.22, z « 0.38 
Each aagnasittB ion i s eisrrou&ded oetahadraXly bf six watar 
•aXacttlas with iatar atoaie distaneaa Hg • H2O « 1.25 to 
2.25 A* and NH^^ - CI ^ ^•kO A*. 
ProJoetioBs of tho uait eall with and without 
watar nolacttXaa la tha pianos ah(001) and be(100) ara shown 
in Fig. i».1 and Fig. 4*2 raapaetiwaly* 
Tha crystals wars grown hy alow araporation of 
tha aaturatad solmtion of aagaasittn ehlorida with anoaia . 
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F i g . if .2 PROJECTIOTI OF THE UNIT CELL OF NH.HgCl^.611^0 
IN THE PLANE be ( b <- c ) . 
Taking the growth axis as the erystallographic a axis, the 
—> 
EPR spectra vere recorded at different angles with H in 
the planes parallel (ab or ae) and perpendicular (be) to 
this axis on a varian £-109 EPR spectroneter. There is no 
appreciable variation in the spectra with temperature fron 
roo«i teaperature to liquid nitrogen temperature. 
)^>»f9ffy; 
24-
The ground state of Mi with electronic 
configuration 3d^ is Sc/g* lo ^ ^e crystal field of ortho-
rhombic symmetry or lower, it splits into three Kramers 
doublets which in the presence of the static magnetic field 
further split into six levels. Each of these fine structure 
levels splits into six hjtp^Ttln^ levells due to the inter-
actions with the nuclear spin I x 5/2« The EPR spectrum of 
Mn situated at a specific site is expected to contain 
thirty absorption lines due to trauisitions A M s ^^, 
A m s 0* Experimentally, the spectrum may contain more lines 
of Ha due to its presence at several sites or various 
24. 
orientations of equivalent }te eomplaxMr* M&re Unas wy 
also be present due to the forbidden transitions (AM fi j;1, 
Am /O). 
The EPR spectrum of Ma^* (S « 5/2, I «5/2) 
corresponding to the allowed transitions (AM^jtU AmsO) 
may be analysed by using the spin Ramiltonian -^  
• E(S? - S?) • A.S.I 
(%.1) 
wh«r« th« paraa«t«r8 hav* their itatial B«kiiiBg* Th« staady 
•agnatic flald Yaluaa for dlffaroiit rasoaaiiea tranaitiona 
ara givea by tha e^ttatlons -
(a) Una Struetura Traaaltlonsi 
H(M^ « ±5/2 *-*Jt3/2) » H^  y i^ D • i|E f^lJ^  *, 6DE?Hj^  
o o 
H(M,. 1 3 / 2 - ± 1 / 2 ) . H^  t 2D . SE i^r;' ± 33DE2H;2 
«»«2} 
H(M^ « • 1 / 2 w « i / 2 ) • H^  - 8E^IQ' • 72I^E^Hj^ 
• 56E^H;^ 
(b) ByparfLiia TraaaitiOBai 
H(M .^ aj ^ M^l, «j) » - A«j • B2(2H^)- ' (35/4) 
- ilj • «j(2M^»l) 
whara A « A^ ^ and B » (A^ •*• Ay)/2» Oalag aquatloiia (I|*2) 
aad (4»3)* ^b* Talttaa of s» D and A eaa ba oaleulatad* 
Tha f>»TaBaor and tha hyparfina eoupXlDg tanaor 
A ara orlantatloii dapandaat i*a* dapa&d on tha anglaa 
hatvaaa tha appXlad aagBatle flald a&d tha principal axaa* 
To deteraine the principal values of g aad A tensors 
eitfeier the principal axes are located by rotating the 
crystal in various planes and the values are determined 
or a number of g and A values are determined for various 
orientations with respect to crystallographic axes and the 
principal values are found by the standard techniques of 
calculations. We have followed the latter method of deter-
mining the principal values. 
The general spin Hamiltonian with g, D and A 
terms is written as -
X « pH.g.J -»• S.A.I + %,T),S 
r^ rv rJ 
(^ .4) 
If the values of g are measured with respect to a set 
(x,y,2) of orthogonal crystallographic axes, the first term 
of the Hamiltonian may be written as ^ -
X = P [S^, Sy, S j s XX ®xy »xz 
%x ^y ^2 
z^x z^y z^z 
H. 
H. 
H. 
(4.5) 
where g^ ^^  is the g - value in the xy plane with H ailing 
the X axis. Same is true for other g^ ^^  components. The 
resulting energy levels will be equally spaced for any fixed 
—» 
relative orientation of g and H, with the energy level 
seperation as 
A E Pg.H P €«**• H (4.6) 
with S^ff as the effective value of g described below. 
From equation (if»6)» the square of i\E is 
written as -
(AE)2 « P^  g^l^ H * p^(H.g)(g.H) = p^H.g^.H U.7) 
2 
where g^  is a matrix product of g with its transpose. Hence 
g eff 
H2 . H' X y 2 g xz ^ x *xy 
%x ^y 
^ x z^y *^ zz 
^x x^y ^xz 
«yx %y «yz 
^zx z^y ^zz 
(^ 8 
or » ^eff x^ ly ^ z 
2 2 Z 
^ x x^y ^xz 
^x ^y *9z 
Z Z 2 
^zx z^y ^zz 
y 
(4*9) 
The matrix elements in the above equation are the components 
2 
of the g tensor which is obtained experimentally by 
successive rotation of the cxT^ stal in the laai^ etic field 
about each of the three crystaLllographic axes* The effective 
value of g defined as g^ j^. « h^/pH^^ is measured at a 
number of orientations in each rotation* 
For a rotation about z-axis, 1 s cos 0, 
ly a: sin 0 and 1 = 0; thus equation (4.9) becomes 
^eff cos Q, sin 0 .0] 4 4 4 
g?„ g?- IL— 
cos 9 
sin Q 
g ^ eos^e • 2^jjy 8itt9 eosd • « ^ aiii^ O (i».10) 
slvllarsr for a mtatlon about y-axis 
^ti • *»t aln^O • Sg j^t «i»0 COS0 • ^^ com^Q (4#11) 
aad about x-axia, 
*«ff " 4 y *®*^® * ^*y« "^"^ ^^ '^^  * ^ ''^^^ (4.12) 
Tka eorraapoadlAg aatrlx (^) eaft thus b« dlagonallsad with 
the halp of diraetloa eoalaa aatrlx aueh that 
^Xx 
hx 
^Zx 
^x. 
^Yy 
^S5y 
ix« 
H. 
^Za 
*xx i^iy ^z 
TTX 
^ x 
*ary S'* 
4 4 
0^  
x^x hx Hx 
^Xy ^ y ^1^ 
^XE ^ B ^Z« 
0 0 g|g 
^ 
Tha 1 eompoitttita ara tha diraetloii eoelaaa raXatiag tha 
raferenea xyz crystal syataa with tha principal eo-ordioataa 
XTZ of tha g - teaeor* Tha squara roota of tha diagoaalisad 
^ Taluas a»a tha priaeipal Taluaa of tha taasor g* 
A aimilar procadura la adpptad for dataralalag 
tha priaeipal valuaa of A taaaor* A^^^ la obtaiaad 
axparlaaatally from tha hyparflaa aplittiag *a* by tha 
forsRila A off gpa/h 
Raaults aad DiaeiiBaiQiia: 
For «n arbitrary orientation of the aagnetic 
—• 2^ 
field H, a conplex l^R speetnuB of MB in f(R,K^l^,^E^O 
is observed. Recording of the spectra in the planes ab or 
be (since b tt c) and be with angiilar variation shows the 
presence of two identical sites* Fig* 4,3, Coaplete 
recording in the be (b s c) plane, shows a saxioa in the 
total spread of the spectnui for R at 33 to the b^axLs and 
a Binlna aromni 70^ fron the e-axis* 
The values of g^^^ nay be obtained for different 
orientations of the •agnetic field in the planes ab, be and 
ea with the help of the equations (4*10 -> I»»t2). These 
values of g^^^ are the elessnts of gT - tensor. Due to the 
overlapping of the spectral lines it coiild not be possible 
to find the values of g^f^ at some of the required orient-
ations of the nagnetic field, therefore the nethod deaeribed 
by Sehonlaad ^ or Warts and Boltam ^ for finding the elenents 
of the gT-tensor could not be adopted as such and the help 
of the least square fitting procedure ^ was takmi. The 
experlsental (ET values for the set of orientations of H im 
any plane are fitted to the fornula 
1V„ 
in 
*-« 
<» 
•0 
f :::;=*' 
m 
f4 
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SB O M 
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where oC, ^  and •/ cr* eoiistAiits and d is th« angle whieh 
the erystallographle aide aakes with the aagnetle field* 
The best fit values of oC ^ p and i are detersLned* These 
valttes then give the elenents of fr'*t«B80X'» whieh on 
diagonaliiiaticm glTes its prineipal values* 
A sittLLar proeedure was adopted deterainiiig 
the prineipal Taluei; of the tensor g*A«A«g» The elenents 
of the iT (or g.g) - t«uor and g«A«A.g tensor for sites I 
and II are given in Tables 1 and 2 respeetively. The aagnitude 
of the prineipal values of g and A for sites I and II are 
given in Table 3ff end the direction eosines relating the 
prineipal axes of g and A» respeetively* to the crystal 
axes (atb,e} are given in the Tables k and 5* 
The i^ riiMSipal values of g and A in Table 3 show 
that sites I and II differ only In their orientation* The 
prineipal viilasu axes of g and A nearly eoiaeide* It is also 
elear froa the values of g and A in Table 3 that g^ i^  g^ i' g. 
and Ajg / A^ / A^, hence the site ^wietry of Mn^^ is 
orthorhonbie* Further It nay be mted that the average value 
of A (« 90) indicates a eovaleney of 7*0^ from the curve 
(hyperfine paraaeter vs covalmiey) glvmi by Slnanek and 
Mttller '• The observed value of hypttrfine splitting in 
NH|^MgC1^.6R20 s Mtt^**^  Indicates that Ma^^ at both the sites 
is surrounded by six water nolecules since the value of A 
corresponds to a eovalent paraneter 1% whieh is a 
TAgltS ,t 
t ) Elea«iitfi of g.g for s i t * I of Mn^ * doped NH^MgCli^ .6H20 
at Z^^Cf where a,b and c are the ez^stallosraphic axes. 
S*S 
a if.062i»7 0.05896 0.05896 
b 0.05896 k*'ikk3k -0.0640l> 
c 0.05896 -0.061*0^ f>.098it7 
i i ) Elemeiits of g.A.A.g (x 10^) for s i t e I of Ma^ * doped 
HH.MgClx.6H2O at 2$®C, where a,b and c are the 
erystallographie axes. 
g.A.A.g a b c 
a 3*266it 0.0it197 0.0/^197 
b 0.0M97 i».20275 -0.17080 
c 0.04197 «0.17080 3.67412 
mSmBmtUmsmmmmmU 
i ) laeTOnts of g.g for s i t e I I of Jte^* dop«d KH. MgCl^.SHgO 
a t 25®C, vii«ro a,to aad c ar« the c rys ta l lograph ic axes* 
S*g 
a l|.1S50S 0.0896% 0*08%% 
b 0.0896l| i | , 11766 -0.02593 
c 0.08964 -0.02593 k.OZkk^ 
i i ) Eleaeiite of g.A.A.g (x 10^) for alt© I I of Ma^* doped 
IfH.MgC1 .^6H20 a t 25^C, where a^ b and e a re the 
erys ta l lograpble axes . 
g.A.A.g a b e 
a i|.2^95 -0.28255 -0.28255 
b -0.28255 3»28857 O.O370I 
e -0.28255 0.03702 3.69223 
• A H H W H B L M M M A J 
1) MagBltudes of the Prlneipal iraluas of g and A ( l a 
,Z* Gauas) for s i ta I of VfsT^ doped NH^MgCl^ .SHgO at 25 C, 
h » Z*Ok? 
«2| * 2.034 
» 1.994 
101.480 
87.749 
81.962 
11) Magnitudes of the Prlaelpal Talues of g and A ( l a 
Gaiiss) for s i t e II of Vix?* doped HH^MgC1^ .6H20 at 25**C, 
g» I s 2.065 
4 i « 2.027 
A, I « 103.877 
A. 87.387 
m 1.989 A, 81.028 
Tftglti; ht 
I^LreetioB eoeines relating th« erystal axes (atb^e) to tha 
ppincipal axea (1' ,2S3*) of g aad to tlie principal axaa 
(1,2,3) of A for s i te I of m^^ dopad NH^MgCly^ HgO at 25®C. 
For g a * « 
T» 0.173 0.860 -0.i|80 
2» 0*704 0.233 0.67t 
3* 0.688 -0.ii5«> "-0.565 
For A 
1 
2 
3 
a 
0.029 
0.1l|1 
0.989 
h 
0.959 
0.2?l| 
-0.067 
e 
•0.280 
0.951 
-0 .127 
mmtmJtSmtmCmm^M^mJmmm 
Dtrection cosines relating the crystallographic axes <a,b,e) 
to the principal axes (1»,2»,3») of § and to the principal 
axes (1,2,3) of A, for s i t e II of Ma^ * doped NH^MgClj.SHgO 
at 25®C. 
FOP g 
1* 
2* 
3» 
For A 
1 
2 
3 
a 
0.8I|1 
• ^ » 2 D O 
•>0*i»68 
a 
0.953 
-0.235 
-0.187 
b 
0./»7l 
0.790 
0.393 
b 
0.285 
0.903 
0.3197 
e 
0.265 
-0.551 
0.791 
e 
0.09«> 
-0.338 
0.928 
9*. 
eharaetaristle of MB - SB^O eooplex* 
Th« faet that g departs slightly fron th* fras 
spin Yalua shows that tha groand atata is aot exaetl^T 
c 
5/2* ^^^^ dsTlatloB tvan tha free spin ralue aay he 
a 
attribttted to tha affects of eovalaat bOBdiag • 
Riii!P^iiyff ^  t, 
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